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Abstract

Existing researches suggest that the code clone (duplicated code) is one of the factors that degrades the design and the structure of software and lowers the software quality such as readability and changeability. However, the influence of code clones on software quality has not been quantitatively clarified yet.

In this paper, we have tried to quantitatively clarify the relation between code clones and the software reliability and maintainability of twenty years old software. As a result, we found that modules having code clones (clone-included modules) are more reliable than modules having no code clone (non-clone modules) on average. Nevertheless, the modules having very large code clones (more than 200 SLOC) are less reliable than non-clone modules. We also found that clone-included modules are less maintainable (having greater revision number on average) than non-clone modules; and, modules having larger code clone are less maintainable than modules having smaller code clone.

1. Introduction

Coping with large software is a great challenge for companies who maintain them. Large software becomes more and more complicated and unchangeable than it used be through a long-continued process of maintenance [21][24][26]. It is partially because changing the software itself makes the software more difficult to be changed; and, it is partially because turnover rate of maintainers is much higher than the large system maintained by them [22]. Thus, when software gets really aged and it finally became a legacy system, it is then extremely difficult for maintainers to keep up the maintainability and the reliability of the system.

In this paper we look into twenty years old software focusing on the code clone, which is a duplicated code section in source files of software. Previous works suggest that considerable parts (5-50%) of large software are code clones [2][7][17]. One of the major reasons why clones occur is code reuse by copying a pre-existing program fragment [5][7][23]; and, such code reuse may easily take place when one adds functionalities to an existing system during maintenance. Previous work suggests that the code clone is one of the factors that degrades the design and the structure of software and lowers the software quality such as readability and changeability [7]. If one revises a copy of duplicated code sections, he/she must update all the other copies, and this may raise the maintenance cost. Moreover, if he/she overlooks one of the copies, a fault will remain in the copy, and this may lower the reliability of the system. However, the influence of code clones on software quality has not been quantitatively clarified yet.

The purpose of this paper is to quantitatively clarify the relation between the code clone and the software quality. Especially, we focus on the reliability and maintainability of a large legacy system. If a certain kind of clone particularly had a bad effect on maintenance, we can feedback it to the field so that maintainers may remove such a code clone or try not to produce such a code clone.

There are some related works concerning the code clone. Various kinds of clone detection techniques have been proposed [1-5][7][12-17][19]. For example, Baker proposed an efficient technique that can detect clones in huge C software in a realistic time [1]. A systematic technique for reducing code clones of object-oriented programs is also proposed [10]. While these researches focus on detecting and removing code clones, this research focuses on analyzing detected code clones.
The remainder of this paper first describes the goal and approach of our study (Section 2). Next describes a technique we used for detecting code clones (Section 3). Then we describe an experiment for analyzing the relation between code clones and the reliability and maintainability of an industrial legacy system (Section 4). Afterwards, we describe the result of the experiment (Section 5); and in the end, conclusions and future topics will be shown (Section 6).

2. Goals and Approach

2.1. Goals of this study

The main goals of this study are follows:

1. Clarify the relation between code clones and the reliability.
2. Clarify the relation between code clones and the maintainability.

It is possible to estimate the reliability of a system by measuring the number of faults found in recent years. We can say a system that had fewer faults was more reliable than a system that had more faults in recent years. So, if we can measure the number of faults of an existing system, we will be able to analyze the relation between code clones and the reliability of that system.

On the other hand, it is not easy to measure the maintainability of a system. Essentially, maintainability is related to the maintenance cost (person-hours). We can say a system of poor maintainability requires more cost in doing maintenance works than that of higher maintainability. However, under the uncontrolled environment, observing how many person-hours are required to perform maintenance works does not mean measuring the maintainability. The problem is that it measures not only maintainability, but also the person doing the maintenance, as well as the environment in which the person is working, the tools the person is using, and the amount of the work itself [25].

Another way to estimate the maintainability is using software (product) metrics. Many software metrics have been proposed to measure the complexity of software such as McCabe’s Cyclomatic number, Halstead’s metrics, and Chidamber & Kemerers’ metrics, etc [6][9][11][20]. Each of these conventional metrics may measure a certain aspect of maintainability; however, they are not useful in our analysis because code clones are essentially independent from these metrics. For example, we assume a case we have pointed out that a certain module had low maintainability because the module had a large cyclomatic number (per SLOC). In this case, whether this module had a code clone or not, the influence of code clones to the maintainability cannot be addressed. In our study, we must somehow estimate the maintainability without using complexity metrics.

In this paper, as a simple and practical solution, we use the revision number for estimating the maintainability of software modules. Generally, as we repeatedly revise a system, such as adding and changing functionalities, the system becomes more complicated and more difficult to be maintained than it was before. In other word, it can be considered that a system having higher revision number is more difficult in maintenance than that having lower revision number on average. It is pointed out in past researches that various properties of a system, such as modularity of functions, degrade as we continually revise the system [6][18]. Below we describe our considerations in measurement:

1. The increase of revision number could be due to various maintenance activities such as adding and changing functionality, enhancing and adapting the code, and fixing faults, etc. Although not all the activities cause the degradation of maintainability, significant part of revisions in our twenty-years old system had been taken up with adding and changing functionality, which are inevitable parts of an evolving system, and, these changes had certainly degraded the maintainability of the system. In addition, some modules in our system were redesigned as a new module through reengineering activities, however, in this case the revision number of the modules were set to zero.

2. We do not believe that a module having greater revision number is always less maintainable than that having smaller revision number. Nevertheless, we believe that an average maintainability is higher in modules having smaller revision number than that having greater revision number.

3. We do not believe that it is significantly more difficult to maintain a module set whose average revision number is 11 than that is 10. Nevertheless, we believe that it becomes significant if the average revision number becomes extremely higher (e.g. 50).

2.2. Module based analysis

In many industrial software systems, the module (file) is a basic unit of software, and, software metrics such as the number of faults and the revision number are measured in each module. Thus, this paper conducted a module-based analysis to clarify the relation between software quality and code clones.

We classified clone pairs into following two types (Figure 1.):

1. In-module clone pair
We call a code fragment pair “in-module clone pair” if both fragments in the pair exist in the same module.

(2) Inter-module clone pair
We call a code fragment pair “inter-module clone pair” if each fragment in the pair exists in the different module.

These two types of clone pairs may have different influence on software quality. Inter-module clones may implicitly increase the functional coupling between modules, while in-module clones do not affect the strength of coupling between modules.

Based on above classification, we also classified modules into following four types (Figure 2.)
(1) Non-clone module
A module containing no clones.

(2) Clone-included module
A module containing at least one code clone pair. This type of module is classified into following three modules.
(2a) Closed module
A module containing in-module clone pairs only.
(2b) Related module
A module containing inter-module clone pairs only.
(2c) Composite module
A module containing both in-module and inter-module clone pairs.

3. Detection of Code Clones
Recently, various kinds of clone detection techniques and tools have been proposed [1-5][7][12-17][19]. Since clones usually occur when a code fragment is copied and partly modified, it is insufficient to detect a code fragment that is exactly identical to another fragment. Thus, existing tools also detect a fragment that is nearly identical to others.

In this paper we used a token-based code clone detection technique proposed by Kamiya et al. [11][12] because their technique have industrial strength, and is applicable to a million-line size system within affordable computation time and memory usage. This technique is also easily applicable to legacy software written in old programming language such as COBOL and PL/I.

Below we briefly describe the overview of clone detecting process we used.

1. Lexical analysis
   All the source files are divided into tokens based on lexical rules of the programming language (Figure 3(a) and 3(b)). White spaces and comments are ignored in this analysis.

2. Transformation
   Each token related to types, variables and constants is replaced with a special token (Figure 3(c)). This replacement makes code-portions with different variable names to become clone pairs.

3. Match detection and formatting
   From all the sub-strings on the transformed token sequence, equivalent pairs are detected as clone pairs (Figure 3(d)). Then, each location of clone pair is converted into line number on the original source files.

4. Experiment

4.1. Target system

The target system is legacy software developed about 20 years ago in NTT DATA Corporation. This software was developed to manage transactions for a public institute and has been continuously maintaned till today. It consists of about one million lines in 2000 modules (files) written in a COBOL-like language, which is an expansion of COBOL.

4.2. What we have measured

In order to remove accidental duplication of code fragments, we detected clone pairs having at least 30 same lines. In the detection, we ignored self-overlapping clone pairs. Below describes what we have measured in this experiment.

1. LOC (Lines of code)

\[\text{MAXLEN}: 0 \quad 20 \quad 40 \quad 40\]
\[\text{COVERAGE}: 0 \quad 50\% \quad 50\% \quad 80\%\]

Figure 4. Example of code clone metrics

Lines of code of each module.

2. AGE (Module age)
The number of days from the date each module is initially developed to the present.

3. REV (Revision number)
The number of revisions made upon each module till present. The revision includes any kind of modifications done to each module such as fixing faults and adding and changing functionalities.

4. Faults (The number of faults)
The number faults found from each module in recent years (past six years in this experiment).

5. MAXLEN (Length of maximum clone)
The length (LOC) of the largest code clone included in each module.

6. COVERAGE (Coverage of clone)
The percentage of lines that include any portion of clone in each module.

Figure 4 shows an example of code clone metrics. MAXLEN of module B is 20 because module B contains two clones and both of them are of 20 LOC. Similarly, MAXLEN of module D is 40 because the largest clone included in module D is of 40 LOC.

COVERAGE of module B is 80% (= 40 / 80 * 100) because total clone size is 40 LOC (= 20 + 20) and the module size is 80 LOC. Similarly, COVERAGE of module D is 80% (= 80 / 100 * 100) because total clone size is 80 LOC (= 40 + 20 + 20) and the module size is 100 LOC.

5. Result of experiment

5.1. Module type and code clone metrics
In order to evaluate the reliability of modules, we used the number of faults per line as a reliability measure. Figure 8 shows a comparison of reliability between non-clone modules and clone-included modules. Obviously, clone-included modules are more reliable than non-clone modules. Clone-included modules are 1.7 times as reliable as non-clone modules on average. One possible interpretation for this result is that copying code from trusted part can lessen the fault injection compared with writing the code from scratch. Another possible interpretation is that code fragments created by copy-and-paste programming do not have new types of functionality, so that there may be little chance of introducing unknown types of faults in the fragments.

Figure 9 shows the reliability of each type of modules. Closed modules, related modules, and composite modules are all more reliable than non-clone modules on average. Figure 10 shows the relation between the number of faults per line and MAXLEN. As shown in the figure, we classified clone-included modules into four groups based on modules’ MAXLEN. As the MAXLEN of modules gets larger (30 MAXLEN up to 199 MAXLEN), the reliability of modules becomes higher; however, the modules having more than 200 lines of code-clones suddenly show the worst reliability. This result suggests that producing too large clones degrades software reliability.

Although the result showed evidence that clone-included modules were more reliable than non-clone modules in past six years, the relation between the code clone and the reliability were not clarified yet. Further analysis is needed in the future.

5.3. Maintainability analysis
Figure 8. Relation between reliability and clones

Figure 9. Reliability of different types of modules

Figure 10. Relation between faults and MAXLEN

In order to evaluate the maintainability of modules, we have used the revision number as a maintainability measure. As we stated in Section 2.1, we consider a module set having higher revision number on average is more difficult to be maintained than that having lower revision number on average. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the maintainability between non-clone modules and clone-included modules. Obviously, clone-included modules are less maintainable than non-clone modules.

Figure 12 shows the maintainability of each type of modules. Closed modules, related modules, and composite modules are all less maintainable than non-clone modules on average.

Figure 13 shows the relation between the revision number and MAXLEN. As the MAXLEN of modules gets larger, the revision number of modules becomes higher. That is to say, a module having larger code clone is less maintainable than the module having smaller code clone. This result suggests that producing large clones raises maintenance cost.

Although the result showed evidence that clone-included modules have higher revision number than non-clone modules on average, the relation between the code clone and the maintainability (revision number) were not clarified yet. One possible interpretation is that code clones caused the revisions, and, another interpretation is that revisions produced the code clones. One thing that follows latter interpretation is that maintainers of this system said that when they add and/or change the functionality, they often intentionally produce new clone pairs by using copy-and-paste programming in order to keep up the reliability of the system. However, further quantitative analysis is needed in the future.

6. Summary

In this paper we tried to quantitatively clarify the relation between code clones and the software reliability and maintainability of twenty years old software. Below describes the overview of the result.
- Clone-included modules are 1.7 times as reliable as non-clone modules on average.
- Closed modules, related modules, and composite modules are all more reliable than non-clone modules on average.
- Nevertheless, the modules having very large code clones (more than 200 lines) are less reliable than non-clone modules.
- Clone-included modules are less maintainable maintainable (having greater revision number) than non-clone modules on average.
- Closed modules, related modules, and composite modules are all less maintainable than non-clone modules on average.
- The modules having larger code clone are less maintainable than modules having smaller code clone.
- Closed modules held only 7% while related modules account for 34% of the whole modules.
- The non-clone modules and the low coverage modules (0-40%) together accounted for 86% of the whole. On the other hand, 2% of the modules were of 80% coverage.
- More clones are detected from modules that are younger than from older modules.

Although we have quantitatively pointed out that there is a relation between code clones and the software reliability and maintainability, the relation itself is not clarified yet. In order to make valid interpretations to our observations, we are planning to conduct further quantitative analyses.
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